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The New Cross-Border Terminal

San Diego, CA jV In 2008, the San Diego County Regional Airport Authority accepted
the Cross Border Terminal Market Demand Study, a ten-month project that measured
passenger demand for a cross-border terminal connection between the United States
and the Tijuana International Airport (TIJ).

Key findings of the study support the many long-held beliefs of the South County
Economic Development Council (SCEDC) including:
f{Over the next 20 years, the number of TIJ passengers will continue to grow
significantly; a projected total of 3.2 million annual passengers will use the TIJ in the
year 2020.
f{Passenger demand that would be likely to use TIJ to and from the U.S. solely
because of the ease of the cross border terminal is estimated at an additional 1.1
million annual passengers.
!{When given a choice between using the cross border terminal or LAX for a nonstop
flight to Mexico, people will largely choose the cross border terminal.

f{The cross border terminal and TIJ will service San Diegoi:s unmet passenger
demand once San Diego International Airport (SDAI) approaches its capacity in the
2020 timeframe. .
The South County Economic Development Council (SCEDC) was one of over a dozen
stakeholders who served on the Technical Advisory Committee, which was formed by
the San Diego Airport Authority to provide feedback on the Market Demand Study. The
feedback was valued since the SCEDC has been evaluating the cross-border
connection for over 10 years.

i§The South County EDC, is pleased with the results of the study. Wei:ve been
working toward the creation of a Cross Border Terminal for a very long time,i" said
Doug Paul, President of the SCEDC Board of Directors. i§We look forward to the next
step in the process, working with Otay-Tijuana Ventures to help make this important
project a reality. i"

i§The results in the study show a significant projected U.S. passenger increase for the
Tijuana Airport, which gives South County an opportunity to better serve those
passengers while stimulating our economy,(· said Tony McCune founding board
member of SCEDC.
i§A development like this offers benefits to not only the international travelers, but to
the daily commuters at the current border crossings. They anticipate that by the year
2020, over 3 million US. passengers traveling to the Tijuana Airport will be able use
the cross border terminal rather than congesting the existing border crossings. Border
wait times are an environmental concern and the cross border terminal will alleviate, to
some degree, the environmental pollution at the border,i·· McCune added
Background: In August, 2007, the Airport Authority agreed to spend a maximum
$385,000 on a market demand study for a terminal that would allow U.S. passengers
to access flights out of Tijuana Rodriguez International Airport without having to drive
across the border. Previous SCEDC studies have found that a cross-border terminal
could produce another regional option for travelers flying out of San Diego
International Airport, as well as reduce both traffiC congestion and some environmental
impacts of the existing busy border crossings.

Update on the project: There is a bi-national business group formed to work in the
project. They purchased the land and the administrative process of the project is done.
New studies are being developed such as vehicle traffic, pedestriansi: traffic, design
and architectural drawings, legal paperwork in Mexico City, etc. The project will be
inaugurated in 2012 and is developed in the U. S. by Equity Group Investments LLC
from Chicago, and in Mexico by a group of members from i§Grupo Aeroportuario del
Pacifico i··(GAP). The project includes Customs and Border offices, secure parking,
public transportation services, rent-a-car agencies, and a business, food and
beverages area in the U. S. side, and an Immigration and Customs office on the



About SCEDC: SCEDC is a 501(c)3, non-profit organization founded in 1989, formed
by a group of South San Diego CountYils business and community leaders who
wanted to improve and boost the economy and quality of life in the area. Other goals
are to heighten public awareness and enhance the image of South County San Diego
and the border region. Funding for the organization is provided by grants from the
county of San Diego, the San Diego Unified Port District, and the cities of Chula Vista,
Coronado, Imperial Beach, National City and San Diego. For more information please
visit: www.sandiegosouth.com.
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